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OES study of PEALD process in low temperature TiO2 film growth
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The plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition (PEALD) for the deposition of TiO

2

 was

studied in a TFS-500 ALD tool in which the plasma was generated by capacitive

coupling with a pulsed 13.56 MHz plasma source. All depositions were made at 50°C

temperature. The precursors were TDMAT and O

2

. The plasma was analyzed by OES.

The changes in emission intensity as a function of time were used to see different

trends in the plasma-species behavior. Four different RF powers were used (25, 50,

100 and 200W). The O

2

 precursor flow had a 3s pulse length and the plasma was

ignited either 250 ms before or after the start of the O

2

 pulse.

With increasing powers different species started to emerge in a certain order: O, H

2

O,

H

2

O

+

, hydroxyl groups and H were visible already in lower powers and the height of

these groups increased, as well as the number of visible peaks per species, with

increasing power. Carbon related species without nitrogen in them emerged next.

Molecular and atomic nitrogen could be seen in lower powers but the different

combined species of N, O, C and H did not emerge before 100W power. Changing the

order of O

2

 gas flow and plasma ignition another difference could be seen. With O

2

 let

in first, the strongest species were OH-group, O, and H whereas with plasma ignition

first, the strongest species were OH

+

, H

2

O, H

2

O

+

 and O. With carbon related species

when plasma ignition was done first the CH

x

 and CO groups were seen strongly

already in the 100W power contrary to O2 flow situation. The N and N

2

 peaks were

visible in the 100W in both cases but with plasma first there were already other

N-related species present contrary to the O

2

 in first where the other species were only

seen in 200W power.

It can be concluded that the reaction kinetics change depending on the order of plasma

ignition and beginning of the O

2

 flow. The breaking of the TDMATs NCH

3

 groups away

from the surface and into different species as well as the reaction of these species to

form other substances in the plasma state seems to start with lower power and happen

faster when plasma is ignited first. The higher power needed to get N-containing

species would suggest a difficulty in the idea of doping TiO

2

 thin films with nitrogen.
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